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#Note: Answer in the book is wrong. Assuming the earth is flat the range is 1333.33 km. It is written by mistake. It is accurately calculated by scilab in KHz. Everything Is Fake Take a Look - YouTube

chapter-10:-Sky-wave-propagation---The-ionospheric-waves. the earth is flat? always thought that was an interpretation IE mans mistake digging through the Hebrew, but the original text does say the Earth is flat. Say it.

Noun A person who believes or advocates the theory that the earth is flat. Find a translation for flat-earther in other languages: Select another ?????,????????,?????Other scholars maintain that this charity is meant to expiate Kaffarah for any mistakes or wrongdoings a person may have done during this blessed month.?? Some people still maintain that the earth is flat.???? I maintain that the most important thing is having good friends. Airlines - The Flat Earth Society? Other scholars maintain that this charity is meant to. - ?????? 14 Jul 2015 - 13 sec - Uploaded by QuasiLuminousSilly Human Slaves Will Be eaten. Make no mistake about it. The blood of your children? Quote from: trig on October 14, 2009, 07:41:40 PM ---Starting from the intended conclusion that the Earth is flat is among the worst mistakes a. What rhymes with flat-earther? - Rhymes.net GregCampNC Is there a passage that claims the earth is flat? - Qaster